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This afternoon Julian’s Spanish lawyer, Baltasar Garzon, left court to return to Madrid. On the
way out he naturally stopped to shake hands with his client, proﬀering his ﬁngers through
the narrow slit in the bulletproof glass cage. Assange half stood to take his lawyer’s hand.
The two security guards in the cage with Assange immediately sprang up, putting hands on
Julian and forcing him to sit down, preventing the handshake.
That was not by any means the worst thing today, but it is a striking image of the senseless
brute force continually used against a man accused of publishing documents. That a man
cannot even shake his lawyer’s hand goodbye is against the entire spirit in which the
members of the legal system like to pretend the law is practised. I oﬀer that startling
moment as encapsulating yesterday’s events in court.
Day 2 proceedings had started with a statement from Edward Fitzgerald, Assange’s QC, that
shook us rudely into life. He stated that yesterday, on the ﬁrst day of trial, Julian had twice
been stripped naked and searched, eleven times been handcuﬀed, and ﬁve times been
locked up in diﬀerent holding cells. On top of this, all of his court documents had been taken
from him by the prison authorities, including privileged communications between his
lawyers and himself, and he had been left with no ability to prepare to participate in today’s
proceedings.
Magistrate Baraitser looked at Fitzgerald and stated, in a voice laced with disdain, that he
had raised such matters before and she had always replied that she had no jurisdiction over
the prison estate. He should take it up with the prison authorities. Fitzgerald remained on
his feet, which drew a very deﬁnite scowl from Baraitser, and replied that of course they
would do that again, but this repeated behaviour by the prison authorities threatened the
ability of the defence to prepare. He added that regardless of jurisdiction, in his experience
it was common practice for magistrates and judges to pass on comments and requests to
the prison service where the conduct of the trial was aﬀected, and that jails normally
listened to magistrates sympathetically.
Baraitser ﬂat-out denied any knowledge of such a practice, and stated that Fitzgerald should
present her with written arguments setting out the case law on jurisdiction over prison
conditions. This was too much even for prosecution counsel James Lewis, who stood up to
say the prosecution would also want Assange to have a fair hearing, and that he could
conﬁrm that what the defence were suggesting was normal practice. Even then, Baraitser
still refused to intervene with the prison. She stated that if the prison conditions were so bad
as to reach the very high bar of making a fair hearing impossible, the defence should bring a
motion to dismiss the charges on those grounds. Otherwise they should drop it.
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Both prosecution and defence seemed surprised by Baraitser’s claim that she had not heard
of what they both referred to as common practice. Lewis may have been genuinely
concerned at the shocking description of Assange’s prison treatment yesterday; or he may
have just had warning klaxons going oﬀ in his head screaming “mistrial”. But the net result
is Baraitser will attempt to do nothing to prevent Julian’s physical and mental abuse in jail
nor to try to give him the ability to participate in his defence. The only realistic explanation
that occurs to me is that Baraitser has been warned oﬀ, because this continual
mistreatment and conﬁscation of documents is on senior government authority.
A last small incident for me to recount: having queued again from the early hours, I was at
the ﬁnal queue before the entrance to the public gallery, when the name was called out of
Kristin Hrnafsson, editor of Wikileaks, with whom I was talking at the time. Kristin identiﬁed
himself, and was told by the court oﬃcial he was barred from the public gallery.
Now I was with Kristin throughout the entire proceedings the previous day, and he had done
absolutely nothing amiss – he is rather a quiet gentleman. When he was called for, it was by
name and by job description – they were speciﬁcally banning the editor of Wikileaks from
the trial. Kristin asked why and was told it was a decision of the Court.
At this stage John Shipton, Julian’s father, announced that in this case the family members
would all leave too, and they did so, walking out of the building. They and others then
started tweeting the news of the family walkout. This appeared to cause some consternation
among court oﬃcials, and ﬁfteen minutes later Kristin was re-admitted. We still have no idea
what lay behind this. Later in the day journalists were being briefed by oﬃcials it was simply
over queue-jumping, but that seems improbable as he was removed by staﬀ who called him
by name and title, rather than had spotted him as a queue-jumper.
None of the above goes to the oﬃcial matter of the case. All of the above tells you more
about the draconian nature of the political show-trial which is taking place than does the
charade being enacted in the body of the court. There were moments today when I got
drawn in to the court process and achieved the suspension of disbelief you might do in
theatre, and began thinking “Wow, this case is going well for Assange”. Then an event such
as those recounted above kicks in, a coldness grips your heart, and you recall there is no
jury here to be convinced. I simply do not believe that anything said or proved in the
courtroom can have an impact on the ﬁnal verdict of this court.
So to the actual proceedings in the case.
For the defence, Mark Summers QC stated that the USA charges were entirely dependent on
three factual accusations of Assange behviour:
1) Assange helped Manning to decode a hash key to access classiﬁed material.
Summers stated this was a provably false allegation from the evidence of the Manning
court-martial.
2) Assange solicited the material from Manning
Summers stated this was provably wrong from information available to the public
3) Assange knowingly put lives at risk
Summers stated this was provably wrong both from publicly available information and from
speciﬁc involvement of the US government.
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In summary, Summers stated the US government knew that the allegations being made
were false as to fact, and they were demonstrably made in bad faith. This was therefore an
abuse of process which should lead to dismissal of the extradition request. He described the
above three counts as “rubbish, rubbish and rubbish”.
Summers then walked through the facts of the case. He said the charges from the USA
divide the materials leaked by Manning to Wikileaks into three categories:
a) Diplomatic Cables
b) Guantanamo detainee assessment briefs
c) Iraq War rules of engagement
d) Afghan and Iraqi war logs
Summers then methodically went through a), b), c) and d) relating each in turn to alleged
behaviours 1), 2) and 3), making twelve counts of explanation and exposition in all. This
comprehensive account took some four hours and I shall not attempt to capture it here. I will
rather give highlights, but will relate occasionally to the alleged behaviour number and/or
the alleged materials letter. I hope you follow that – it took me some time to do so!
On 1) Summers at great length demonstrated conclusively that Manning had access to each
material a) b) c) d) provided to Wikileaks without needing any code from Assange, and had
that access before ever contacting Assange. Nor had Manning needed a code to conceal her
identity as the prosecution alleged – the database for intelligence analysts Manning could
access – as could thousands of others – did not require a username or password to access it
from a work military computer. Summers quoted testimony of several oﬃcers from
Manning’s court-martial to conﬁrm this. Nor would breaking the systems admin code on the
system give Manning access to any additional classiﬁed databases. Summers quoted
evidence from the Manning court-martial, where this had been accepted, that the reason
Manning wanted to get in to systems admin was to allow soldiers to put their video-games
and movies on their government laptops, which in fact happened frequently.
Magistrate Baraitser twice made major interruptions. She observed that if Chelsea Manning
did not know she could not be traced as the user who downloaded the databases, she might
have sought Assange’s assistance to crack a code to conceal her identity from ignorance
she did not need to do that, and to assist would still be an oﬀence by Assange.
Summers pointed out that Manning knew that she did not need a username and password,
because she actually accessed all the materials without one. Baraitser replied that this did
not constitute proof she knew she could not be traced. Summers said in logic it made no
sense to argue that she was seeking a code to conceal her user ID and password, where
there was no user ID and password. Baraitser replied again he could not prove that. At this
point Summers became somewhat testy and short with Baraitser, and took her through the
court martial evidence again. Of which more…
Baraitser also made the point that even if Assange were helping Manning to crack an admin
code, even if it did not enable Manning to access any more databases, that still was
unauthorised use and would constitute the crime of aiding and abetting computer misuse,
even if for an innocent purpose.
After a brief break, Baraitser came back with a real zinger. She told Summers that he had
presented the ﬁndings of the US court martial of Chelsea Manning as fact. But she did not
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agree that her court had to treat evidence at a US court martial, even agreed or
uncontested evidence or prosecution evidence, as fact. Summers replied that agreed
evidence or prosecution evidence at the US court martial clearly was agreed by the US
government as fact, and what was at issue at the moment was whether the US government
was charging contrary to the facts it knew. Baraitser said she would return to her point once
witnesses were heard.
Baraitser was no making no attempt to conceal a hostility to the defence argument, and
seemed irritated they had the temerity to make it. This burst out when discussing c), the
Iraq war rules of engagement. Summers argued that these had not been solicited from
Manning, but had rather been provided by Manning in an accompanying ﬁle along with the
Collateral Murder video that showed the murder of Reuters journalists and children.
Manning’s purpose, as she stated at her court martial, was to show that the Collateral
Murder actions breached the rules of engagement, even though the Department of Defense
claimed otherwise. Summers stated that by not including this context, the US extradition
request was deliberately misleading as it did not even mention the Collateral Murder video
at all.
At this point Baraitser could not conceal her contempt. Try to imagine Lady Bracknell saying
“A Handbag” or “the Brighton line”, or if your education didn’t run that way try to imagine
Pritti Patel spotting a disabled immigrant. This is a literal quote:
“Are you suggesting, Mr Summers, that the authorities, the Government,
should have to provide context for its charges?”
An unfazed Summers replied in the aﬃrmative and then went on to show where the
Supreme Court had said so in other extradition cases. Baraitser was showing utter confusion
that anybody could claim a signiﬁcant distinction between the Government and God.
The bulk of Summers’ argument went to refuting behaviour 3), putting lives at risk. This was
only claimed in relation to materials a) and d). Summers described at great length the
eﬀorts of Wikileaks with media partners over more than a year to set up a massive
redaction campaign on the cables. He explained that the unredacted cables only became
available after Luke Harding and David Leigh of the Guardian published the password to the
cache as the heading to Chapter XI of their book Wikileaks, published in February 2011.
Nobody had put 2 and 2 together on this password until the German publication Die Freitag
had done so and announced it had the unredacted cables in August 2011. Summers then
gave the most powerful arguments of the day.
The US government had been actively participating in the redaction exercise on the cables.
They therefore knew the allegations of reckless publication to be untrue.
Once Die Freitag announced they had the unredacted materials, Julian Assange and Sara
Harrison instantly telephoned the White House, State Department and US Embassy to warn
them named sources may be put at risk. Summers read from the transcripts of telephone
conversations as Assange and Harrison attempted to convince US oﬃcials of the urgency of
enabling source protection procedures – and expressed their baﬄement as oﬃcials
stonewalled them. This evidence utterly undermined the US government’s case and proved
bad faith in omitting extremely relevant fact. It was a very striking moment.
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With relation to the same behaviour 3) on materials d), Summers showed that the Manning
court martial had accepted these materials contained no endangered source names, but
showed that Wikileaks had activated a redaction exercise anyway as a “belt and braces”
approach.
There was much more from the defence. For the prosecution, James Lewis indicated he
would reply in depth later in proceedings, but wished to state that the prosecution does not
accept the court martial evidence as fact, and particularly does not accept any of the “selfserving” testimony of Chelsea Manning, whom he portrayed as a convicted criminal falsely
claiming noble motives. The prosecution generally rejected any notion that this court should
consider the truth or otherwise of any of the facts; those could only be decided at trial in the
USA.
Then, to wrap up proceedings, Baraitser dropped a massive bombshell. She stated that
although Article 4.1 of the US/UK Extradition Treaty forbade political extraditions, this was
only in the Treaty. That exemption does not appear in the UK Extradition Act. On the face of
it therefore political extradition is not illegal in the UK, as the Treaty has no legal force on
the Court. She invited the defence to address this argument in the morning.
It is now 06.35am and I am late to start queuing…
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